
Executive Summary 
As part of the milestone delivery for this period, one of the targets was to achieve live 
customer connections on the 5G network. During the last six weeks Quickline have being 
working to turn two test networks into live test beds. This has been successful and the 
project now has two live 5G technology test beds. One using TV White Space technology, 
that harnesses the spare TV spectrum to deliver broadband services to premises that have 
no line of sight to existing Fixed Wireless infrastructure or to standard Mobile phone 
networks. The second network has been built using Millimetre wave technology and built  to 
deliver ultrafast, ultra low-latency connections.  

So far twelve customers have been connected onto the network. TV White Space 
connections have been able to demonstrate speeds around 10Mbps. The Millimetre wave 
connections have been able to achieve speeds in excess of 400Mbps. 

Both networks are within Rural areas and can provide services into homes and businesses 
that are traditionally hard to reach broadband areas. The following report demonstrates how 
this network has been built and what the first customers think about the new 5G services. 

Background 
 
Fixed wireless internet (FWA) operates under traditional line of sight (LOS) parameters, and 
should ground clutter or terrain be introduced to a significant level, this results in degraded 
connectivity and performance, ultimately a poor end user experience. 
 
Is it possible to introduce a technology that can compensate for such terrain interference and 
improve the end user experience even when these negative terrain aspects are encountered 
which would usually deny traditional technologies ? 

The previous milestone demonstrated that a new network had been built and was being 
prepared for live customers.  

So far the project has delivered four networks using both TV White Space and Millimetre Wave 
technology. The first network build demonstrated the process of being able to build and deploy 
TV white space technology in the UK. The network build in Alston deployed a TV white space 
access point and a customer connection -this network demonstrated that the technology could 
be deployed. The second network was also a TV White Space network. This network has 
been built and now forms part of this report as is delivering live customer connections. A third 
TV White Space testbed was not able to deliver services that could provide end user 
connections and was decommissioned. 

This report demonstrates that the networks that have been built as basic test beds are now 
able to deliver live customer services. 
 

 

Ultrafast, Ultralow – delivering Urban speeds into Rural landscapes 
 
The 5G interoperability standard for mobile phones is at least 2 years away but the 5th 
Generation technology set ‘toolbox’ is already being leveraged to power our new generation 
of fixed wireless, hybrid networks.  
 



These technologies are:  
 
1. Millimetre wave,  
2. Beamforming 
3. Full Duplex 
4. Massive Mimo  
 
MmWave is being used to create short range Ultrafast connections, these are “small cells” in 
mobile speak! Quickline’s deployment combines the speed of 60 GHz (known as band V) and 
reliability of 5GHz (band B and C) this hybrid gives the high throughput of Band V with the rain 
tolerance of B&C so it doesn’t go off like flicking a light switch in heavy rain. 
 
This allows us to stretch the range of our Small Cell deployments to 700m. The spec is 
2.5Gbps per sector, easily delivering 1 Gbps capable links to premises, giving fibre optic to 
the premises performance without the cost and ongoing upheaval of taking a duct into every 
home on demand. 
 
The first test bed is in Auckley near Doncaster fed by a dedicated fibre from Doncaster BT 
Exchange. 
 
Our aim is to have 1Gbps capable fixed wireless services and product set commercially by 
end of year. 
 
Beamforming and Massive Mimo brings high capacity ‘Superfast’ services to our 5GHz Macro 
Cell deployments, this hardware is primarily supplied by our technology partner Cambium.  
 
Finally, in our access layer we have TVWS for accessing the remaining high tree cover 
properties at Superfast speeds that our main technologies can’t reach. 
 
Feeding this very high capacity network will be fibre optic connections and full duplex gigafast 
wireless backhaul. 
 
Quickline will lead the industry in our R&D use of 5G technology. 
 
  

 

Developments  

Longhills – A TV White Space Deployment 
 
Longhills [53.188850, -0.451424] area of Lincolnshire was identified by Quickline when 
attempting to install FWA technologies to improve its poor broadband connectivity. Throughout 
the installation using FWA technologies it became clear that on the grounds of both distance 
and ground terrain (in this case tree clutter), the success rate for traditional technologies 
installations was poor, indeed to the extent that installation jobs failed as they were unable to 
meet the minimum quality installation criteria for a successful connection. 
OnLincolnshire better broadband scheme requested of Quickline whether this area could be 
included in the 5G TVWS trial, as it would be very unlikely to receive traditional superfast 
broadband via fibre to the cabinet or premises. As a result of the approach we were put into 
contact with residents from this area to discuss options, numbers involved and feasibility. 
 

 



 

Figure 1 - Longhills TVWS location 

 
With permission granted from the owner of the 15m property, we have installed the TVWS 
equipment on his home, and created a 5Ghz local repeater to the other half dozen properties 
requesting supply in the area. This Access Point has now been installed and is delivering live 
services to residents and businesses in the location. 

 
Five installations have now taken place and are delivering services into the area. 

 

 
 
Figure 2 - Longhills TVWS location - distribution of buildings 

The installations were carried out over a period of 3 days. The engineers found that the 
installations were slightly harder than standard fixed wireless access installations with 
numerous setting changes required to attain the strongest possible signal. 
 

 

Criteria Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4 Customer 5 



Equipment Deployed 6H TVWS 6H TVWS 6H TVWS 6H TVWS 6H TVWS 

Deployed BS location 
(lat/lon) 

53.203880, -
0.304830 

53.203880, -
0.304830 

53.203880, -
0.304830 

53.203880, -
0.304830 

53.203880, -
0.304830 

Deployed BS height 10M 10M 10M 10M 10M 

Deployed receiver height 7M 7M 5M 5M 15M 

Customer CPE location 53.188885, -
0.451355 

53.188885, -
0.451355 

53.188885, -
0.451355 

53.188885, -
0.451355 

53.188885, -
0.451355 

Services available prior to 
delivery of 5G network 
(download/upload speeds) 

D: 2Mbps 
|U: 0.2 
Mbps  

D: 2Mbps 
|U: 0.2 
Mbps  

D: 2Mbps 
|U: 0.2 
Mbps  

D: 2Mbps 
|U: 0.2 
Mbps  

D: 2Mbps 
|U: 0.2 
Mbps  

Rates achieved 
(download/upload speeds), 
incl. stress testing (if 
available, e.g., iperf) 

D: 12Mbps | 
U: 6Mbps  

D: 10Mbps | 
U: 6Mbps  

D: 10Mbps | 
U: 5Mbps  

D: 8Mbps | 
U: 7Mbps  

D: 15Mbps | 
U: 8Mbps 

 
Table 1: TVWS Longhills customers locations, pre and post TVWS installation  

 

TV White Space Installation Photos 
 

Figure 3 - Longhills TVWS CPE  

 



 

 
 
Figure 4 - Longhills TVWS roof mounted 1 

  



 

 

Figure 5 - Longhills TVWS roof mounted 2 

 

Figure 6 - Longhills TVWS roof mounted 3 

Longhills - Customer Feedback and Speed test results 
User 1:  

"My experience in the trial currently being run at Longhills is largely positive. I have found 
that tasks such as reviewing PDF file on the net which I regularly need to do for my 
business is significantly faster and far less frustrating.  

What's particularly pleasing is the upload speed is almost that of the download speed and 
therefore over ten times the upload speed that I had previously, the impact of which is that 



I no longer have to split emails into many smaller emails and then hope that it might just 
send.  

Since this trial has started I have not had any emails stuck in my outbox. It's also pleasing 
to be able to use Sky to view on catch-up TV without having to plan that the previous day. 
The reason I have only said that the experience is largely positive rather than completely 
positive is twofold; firstly, on occasion I have found that the speed drops right down, in 
one case down to just over 1 meg and on a couple of others down to 2meg. Secondly 
although 12meg is significantly faster, it is still a slow connection and in this trial we were 
hoping for close to 30 meg.” 

User 2: 

"My experience so far with Quickline has been positive. Average download speed over 
10, upload reaches 8 some times which is very good. Apart from one night, I think the first 
night where there was a drop in the strength of the signal, every other days it has been 
quite stable and significantly improved comparing with our previous BT connection..”  

 

Summary of Longhills TV White Space Deployment 
 

What went well? 
Once the connections we made live into the premises there was an increase in services 
offered. From the customers perspective the service delivered a faster service than existing 
Openreach based ADSL services. That said, performance was not upto the NGA levels we 
hoped for. 

The installations of the equipment, once the process had been determined, proved to be 
straightforward and easy to install. The customer connection equipment resembles a standard 
TV aerial therefore the installation was simple for engineers who had previously completed 
this work. 

The signal strengths received were adequate to provide universal service obligation (USO) 
grade, 10 Mbps download broadband and could be used to deliver USO into non line of sight 
areas where needed. 

 

What could have been improved? 
We would like to be able to increase the capability of the backhaul of the access point to see 
whether a significant boost in the backhaul delivers a significant boost in customer experience 
and speeds. One of the required outcomes of the programme was to be able to demonstrate 
that TV White Space can deliver NGA qualifying services into the UK. We would need to do 
further work to determine whether this is actually possible  - this work would include the 
installation of high capacity bandwidth to demonstrate whether stronger services can be 
achieved. 

The 6 Harmonics kit used to test the TV White Space service has had a number of issues as 
previously reported. We are still waiting on some active filters that can be attached to customer 
premises. These filters will remove “noise” and this could demonstrate that faster speeds and 
higher quality services are available through the 6Harmonics Technology. 

We would like to be able to increase the number of customers that are on the network. This 
would allow us to demonstrate whether, even with the 10Mbps USO provision services, there 



are no impacts of contention when significant (>20) customers are connected to the same 
base station and operating in the same geolocation. 

 

Auckley - a Millimetre Wave Installation 
The installation at Auckley in South Yorkshire has deployed the IgniteNET 60Ghz 5G 
millimetre wave technology. The Access Point equipment is an IgniteNet METROLINQ 2.5 60-
BF-18, the  Customer Receiver ends - METROLINQ 2.5 60-35 

The access point is located on the pin shown below: 

 

 

Figure 7 - Auckley mast location 1 

 

Figure 8 - Auckley mast location 2 



 

Figure 9 - Auckley mast location 3 incl. radius of coverage 

To date there are  6 connected Customers on the network, their details, history and current 
connectivity is as follows: 

  
Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4 Customer 5 Customer 6 

Equipment IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

IgniteNet 
ML22.6-60-35-
UK 

Services prior to 
5G connection 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

D: 30Mbps | U: 
15Mbps 

Base station 
location 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

53.488666, -
1.028461 

Base Station 
Height 

14M 14M 14M 14M 14M 14M 

Customer 
location 

53.486646, -
1.022733 

53.485017, -
1.023158 

53.488292, -
0.983640 

53.488056, -
1.017999 

 
53.489499, -
1.022893 

Receiver Height 7M 7M 7M 7M 7M 7M 

New Speeds D 200 
U 67 

D 320 
U 156 

D 260 
U 98 

D 430 
U 107 

D 378 
U 89 

D 160 
U 45 

  

Table 2 - IgniteNet Auckley customers locations, pre and post IgniteNet installation  



 

Figure 10 - Auckley mast & backhaul locations 

 

Figure 11 - Auckley backhaul bandwidth 

 

Figure 12 - Auckley overview of Exchange to dwelling incl. backhaul 



Figure 13 - Auckley mast distribution point showing IgniteNet equipment

 

Millimetre Wave Installation Photographs: 

 

Figure 14 - Auckley CPE 



 

Figure 15 - Auckley housing estate target area 

 

Figure 16 - Auckley CPE 2 



 

Figure 17 - Auckley CPE 3 



Figure 18 - Auckley Speedtests 1



 

Auckley - Customer Feedback and Speed test results 
User 1: 

 

User 2: 

“The family use broadband for use on social media and the two children also each have an Xbox One. 
Myself and spouse work from home one day per week and have noticed that the speed is better and 
more consistent. 

I did notice that when looking at videos on Facebook and Youtube the videos did have a tendency to 
buffer after 10 seconds but this no longer happens with the new system.” 

User 3: 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Auckley Speedtests 2 



 

 

Summary of Auckley Millimetre Wave 5G Installation 
 

What went well? 
The installation process was quite tricky. All the equipment relied on perfect alignment to allow 
a good connection to be made, by use of an alignment tool provided by the manufacturer. This 
is one of the key features of the product that alignment is very important in being able to deliver 
a good, reliable service. Where standard Fixed Wireless installations take up to two hours to 
complete, the engineering team were finding that the installations for this equipment was 
taking between 2 and 3 hours. This was purely related to the additional time overhead for the 
alignment of the receiver with the access point and the requirement for precision alignment. 

This requirement for precision alignment also meant that a larger percentage of customers 
were unable to get the service as there was not a perfect line of sight. All of the 6 connected 
customers were within 700m of the access point. 

In terms of service and speed many of the customers that moved to the new service were 
already benefiting from NGA 30Mbps and above services. The feedback identifies that 
although there was an obvious increase in speeds this may not have been easily seen from 
the user who had already been accessing a Superfast service. The speed tests however 
demonstrate that the bandwidth was a significant improvement and that the service was 
capable of ultrafast, ultra low latency connections. 

 

What could have been improved? 
The installation process could be improved by looking at the line of sight process to determine 
its accuracy. As the connections are reliant on near perfect line of sight, engineering teams 
need supporting to make sure that all the information is provided to them ahead of the install 
and thus minimise failure rates or demand for subsequent visits. 

The information provided by the kit manufacturer suggested line of sight at a maximum of 
900m, engineers found that this was closer to 700m in the real world scenarios; this 
information has real value when determining the captive radius for installation planning. 

Many of the customers did not have hard wired devices therefore speed tests were completed 
over wifi connections - this produced a negative impact on speed tests but should be able to 
be corrected during the Research work completed by Lancaster University in WP7. 

The next steps will be to increase the numbers of customers connected to the network and 
look at how the kit can be configured to deliver higher peak speeds; this will be the focus of 
the next project milestones for WP4/6. 

 

Next steps for remaining milestones 
 

Longhills 
The next steps to improve the Longhills site will be to receive the filters from 6H and apply to 
the two deployed base stations, in the hope that any surrounding interference will be 
minimised / eliminated; this has the potential to see the service delivered elevated into 



superfast, where currently it does not meet this requirement. This will be a positive move 
forward to prove the concept in this geolocation. 

 

Auckley 
Continue to support the installation base by adding to the deployed numbers; in so doing we 
aim to maximise the deployment of units and determine whether this meets the manufacturer’s 
installation limits. 

 


